
Re-start of Singles Tennis at Panaga Tennis Courts 
(Update:  3/7/2020) 

 
Dear Tennis players, 
 
Great news! As per the latest update from the Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sports, Panaga Tennis 
Facility will be able to offer Singles tennis at Panaga Club. Based on guidelines from MOH and Panaga 
Club, the following rules will apply to ensure we can enjoy the facility in a safe manner.   
 

1) Members only – no guests or walk-ins are allowed. 
2) Members must sign in using the BruHealth app and QR code displayed at the club entrance. 
3) Temperature scanning will be done and hand sanitizing/washing is required before and after 

play. 
4) All games to be pre-booked using online software (SuperSaas) and players to arrive and leave. 

the court at exact time to avoid congestion. Bookings must include names of players playing. 
https://www.supersaas.com/schedule/PanagaTennis/Tennis_Courts 

5) A minimum of half an hour gap between bookings is required at this stage. This will allow time 
for sanitizing purposes and managing crowd. Players are required to make their booking such 
that there is half an hour gap from existing bookings. For example; if a booking for 6-7pm exists, 
then the adjacent bookings can only be made either for 4:30-5:30pm or 7:30 - 8:30pm.  

6) Doubles or one on one lessons are permitted and to maintain at least 1.5 meters distance at all 
times and avoid any contact (e.g. handshake). 

7) Children of all ages can attend tennis lessons and play singles tennis. Parents to ensure no 
lingering/socializing in the club and that children arrive and leave as close to their slotted times. 

8) Each player to bring their own set of marked balls for play. Games to be carried out where 
players use only their own set of balls for serve. Players can fetch their own balls after the play 
or they can be passed by the opponent using the foot to racquet method. 

9) Maximum of 1 hour of play per player per day. Play cannot continue past your hour of booking 
even if the court is available. 

10) Weekly booking limits are set to 2 hours during peak hours (1700-1900 daily) and additional 2 
hours outside of the peak hours. A total of 4 bookings per player can be made. This will be 
reviewed in a couple of weeks. 

11) One on One lessons to be carried out by separate set of balls for each lesson for the day. Balls to 
be collected/touched by coaches only after one-on-one lessons. 

12) Players are encouraged to change the ends at the opposite net posts; to stand/sit at opposite 
net posts and 2 meters away from players from other court. 

13) Do not sit or place items at the marked areas on benches. Please disinfect door handles at the 
end of play using the wipes provided. 

14) No Social tennis permitted. No viewing/spectating permitted.  
15) Scoring to be done verbally without the need of touching scoreboards. 
16) Tennis wall can be used, but only one player at a time for a maximum duration of 1 hour. 
17) Players must use towels to wipe their face and hands. Avoid touching face with hands. 
18) Tennis shop will allow a maximum of 2 members at one time. 

 
If you do not comply with the above rules, you will be expelled from the courts. The committee will 
review the above guidelines and amend them as appropriate – please give any feedback on the 
arrangements on email to chetananand01@yahoo.com 

https://www.supersaas.com/schedule/PanagaTennis/Tennis_Courts
mailto:chetananand01@yahoo.com

